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ABSTRACT. Compaction of different types and mixtures of snow including snow collected from the natural 
snow cover and waste from an ice milling machine, was carried out in a cold room with a small model 
compactor. Density, cone hardness and shear strength were measured, generally 24 hours after compaction, 
for specimens compacted in different ways. When the snow was compacted to maximum, densities between 
o· 55 and 0·60 g ./cm. l were achieved, excep t for mixtures including more than one third new snow for which 
densities were lower. For snow collected from the natural cover the highest hardness values after compaction 
were found for new snow and for mixtures including more than 50 p er cent of new snow or fine-grained 
granular snow. The maximum hardness was ob tained with specimens prepared from fin e-grained mill waste. 

The influence of temperature on d ens ity and hardness was also studied. 

RESUME. Quelques tests Sllr le compactage et la dllrete apres compactage de differents types de neige. On a procede 
dans une chambre froide avec un compacteur petit modele, au compactage de differents types et melanges 
de neige recueillis dans la couverture de neige naturelle. La densite, la durete determinee au cone et la 
resistance au cisaillement ont ete mesurees generalement 24 helll'es apres le compactage pour d es specimens 
compactes de fa<;ons differentes. Lorsque la neige etait compactee au maximum des densites allant de 0,55 
a 0,60 g/cm l etaient obtenues, sauf dans le cas des melanges comprenant plus d'un tiers d e neige nouvelle 
pour lesquels les densites etaient plus faibles . Les plus hautes valeurs de durete apres le compactage ont ete 
trouvees pour de la neige recente et pour des melanges comprenant plus de 50% de neige recente ou de neige 
a granulation tres fine . 

L ' influence de la temperature sur la dcnsite et la durete a egalement ete etudiee. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG: Einige Versuche 'lber die Verdichtbarkeit lInd uber die Hiirte /lach Verdichtung van verschiedenen 
Schneearten. Die Verdichtung verschiedener Arten und Mischungen von Schnee, der aus del' natiirlichen 
Schneedecke entnommen war, wurde in einer Kaltekammer mit einem kleinen Modell-Verdichter vorge
nom men. Dichte, Harte und Scherfestigkeit wurden gewohnlich 24 Stunden nach del' Verdichtung an 
Pro ben von verschiedenem V erdichtungsgrad gemessen. Bei einer maximalen Verdichtung des Schnees 
wurden Dichten zwischen 0,55 und 0,60 g/cm l erreicht, ausscr bei Mischungen, die mehr als e in Drittel 
Neuschnee enthielten, deren Dichte geringer war. Die gross ten Hartewerte nach del' Verdichtung wurden 
fill' Neuschnee und fill' Mischungen, die mehr als 50% Neuschnee odeI' feinkornigen Schnee enthielten 
gefunden. 

Ausserdem wurde del' Einfluss del' Temperatur auf Dichte und H arte untersucht. 

INTRODUCTION 

Under the sponsorship of Forskningsstiftelsen SDA, Skogshogskolan and the Swedish 
Army, a series of investigations has been carried out on the preparation and use of snow 
roads in Sweden. One of the questions of interest was the influence of snow type on 
the density and strength of compacted snow, i. e. the road quality obtained in the early part 
of the winter when the snow contains a comparatively large percentage offresh or only slightly 
m etamorphosed snow, and in late winter when the snow cover consists of a greater part of 
highly metamorphosed snow. To study this problem by repeated compaction with full-scale 
field equipment during a winter would be very expensive, and the many variables encountered 
under natural conditions would make it very difficult to discern the influence of different 
types of snow. 

I n 1960 and 196 I the author had an opportunity to work with the Snow and I ce Section 
of the Division of Building Research, National Research Council of Canada. During that 
period it was possible to carry out laboratory tests on compaction of different types of snow, 
and to fit them in with the over-all test program begun in Sweden. The results of these 
investigations are recorded in this paper. 

A comprehensive summary of other investigations on snow compaction can be found in 

* This work was done while the author held a post-doctorate fellowship with the Snow and I ce Section, 
Division of Building R esearch, National R esearch Council, Ottawa, Canada, 1960- 6 I . 
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the report of a conference organised by Massachusetts Institute of Technology in February 
1962 (Kingery, 1963). 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Compaction was carried out with a small compactor designed and described by Williams 
( 1958) . The cylinders in which the snow was compacted were 86 mm. high and 60 mm. in 
diameter, having a volume of about 243 cm) . 

Two methods of compaction were used. One was to compact the snow in 2-cm. layers 
with five blows from a fall height of 10 cm. This gave a density value very close to the maximum 
for this type of compression (Williams, 1958), and is for convenience called " maximum 
compaction" in this report. The other method was to fill the cylinder by pouring the snow 
gently into it and compact it by dropping the weight once from a height of 10 cm. This gives, 
according to the author's experience, a density equal to that obtained by one pass with 
simple field equipment such as light rollers or drags . It is called "one-blow compaction" in 
this report. It gives a slight density gradient in the specimen, but this was neglected because 
the main object of the test was to make a comparison of the density values obtained with 
different types of snow. 

The compacted specimens were generally allowed to harden for about 24 hr. The density, 
"cone hardness", and shear strength of the specimens were then determined. Density was 
determined by weighing the specimen and measuring its height. Cone hardness was m easured 
by observing the penetration of a 3o-degree loo-g. cone (Fig. I) dropped from a height of 
30 mm. From the penetration, the hardness H in kg. fcm.' was calculated by using the formula 
suggested by Angervo (195 I) : 

H = L(D + P ) 
0'075 16 p3 

where L is the weight of the cone in kg. , D is the fall height in cm. and P is the penetration 
in cm. Shear strength was measurcd with a shear vane and a torque wrench (Fig. 2) operated 

Fig. I. Drop cone used for hardness test 
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manually. Torque was increased at a rate of approximately I kg. cm. /sec. Three different 
sizes of vanes were used initially, all having a ratio of height to width of 2 : I. The sizes were: 

Code 

Large 
Medium 
Small 

(B) 
(M ) 
(S) 

Shear area (cylinder ) 
cm.' 

19'58 
10·86 

5"96 

Fig. 2. Shear vanes and torque wrench 

Some of the samples had a shear strength exceeding both the strength of the smallest vane 
and the highest value that could be read on the torque wrench. In order to cover a greater 
range of strengths, the height of the smallest vane was reduced by 40 p er cent. The ratio of 
height to width was then [. 2: [ and the shear cy linder a rea 4' 34 cm. This vane has the 
symbol S H. 

D ESCRIPTIO N OF SNOW USED IN THE T ESTS 

Most of the snow used in the tests was collected from the lawn outside the Division of 
Building R esearch, Ottawa, and was taken into a cold room for storage at a temperature of 
- 9' 5 ac. W aste from an ice milling m achine was a lso used . The snow was kept in cardboard 
boxes lined with plastic sheets, and was always gently broken up and stirred before being 
placed in the cy linders. Table I describes the snow used in each test series. 

The depth hoar kept its microscopic character of "ordinary" depth-hoar snow even after 
[ 00 days of storage. Inspection with a microscope, however, showed that the edges of the snow 
crystals became more a nd more rounded with time, tending towards a coarse-gra ined granular 
m a terial. 
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TADLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF SNOW USED IN THE TESTS 

Sieving with square meshes percentage finer than 
mm. 

Test series No. Type of snow 1 · 00 1.4 1 2·00 2·82 4. 00 No . of days stored 

New snow 

2 Depth hoar 4 7 43 95 100 2 
Granular 18 97 100 60 

3 Depth hoa r 15 32 69 99 100 15 
New snow 99 100 2 

4 Depth hoar 17 36 65 93 100 18 
Granular 65 95 100 21 

5 Depth hoar 21 44 74 95 100 30 
Granular 85 99 100 33 

6 Depth hoar 19 41 74 99 100 36 
New snow 87 97 100 4 

7-8 Depth hoar 24 49 77 98 100 38- 39 
Granular 80 98 100 4 1- 42 
New snow 84 97 100 5-6 

9 Depth hoar 20 50 84 98 100 58 
10- 13 Depth hoar 19 43 79 100 68- 69 

Granular 80 lOO 60-61 
Mill waste 100 1-4 

14 D epth hoar 19 43 79 lOO 75 
Granular 80 100 67 
Mill waste 100 

15 Granular 80 100 10 1 
Mill waste 100 

16- 17 Depth hoar 19 43 79 100 84-86 
Granular 80 l OO 66-68 
Mill waste 100 

The new snow used in the compaction tests was stored for one day in series 3 and 6. In 
series 6 to 8 the new snow was stored for up to 6 days. Microscopic inspection showed that most 
of the snow particles still had a shape close to their original one, in spite of the long storage 
time. Granular snow originated either from settled snow in the natural snow cover or from 
new snow aged in the cold room. The mill waste was generally much more fine-grained than 
any of the snow collected from the natural snow cover. The particle size averaged about 
0 · 1 mm. 

When a mixture of two different snow types was studied , the following proportions were 
generally used: 0: 100, IQ: go, 30: 70, 50: 50, 70 : 30, go: 10 and 100: 0 (except in test series 
I and 2). 

ACCURACY OF OBSERVATIONS 

Usually, only one observation was carried out per specimen on density, cone hardness and 
shear strength. When hardness exceeded about 2 kg. fcm.' as it usually did at m aximum 
compaction, three observations were carried out with the drop cone. It was considered, in 
this case, that one reading did not disturb the specimen sufficiently to influence the other 
r eadings. 

In order to check the accuracy of the m easurem ents a test was carried out at -g . 5°C. 
on a snow mixture consisting of 10 per cent mill waste, 60 per cent granular snow and 
30 per cent depth hoar. The specimens were prepa red and observed as described above. 
Eight specimens were prepared by "one-blow compaction", and another five by " maximum 
compaction". The observed m ean values of the d ensity and cone-hardness and information 
on dispersion are given in Table II. The results indicate that the specimens were prepared 
(mixed in desired proportions and compacted) quite uniformly. As the variation between 
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TABLE 11. AN EXAMPLE SHOWING THE DISPERSION OF OBSERVED D ENSITY 

AND H A RD NESS VALUES IN R EPEAT ED TESTS 

Method of 
compaaioll 

One blow 

Maximum 

Il is the number of observa tions per specimen 

Number of 
specimens 

8 

5 

Mean 
g. /cm. 3 

0'576 
(n = I) 

0·634 
(n = I ) 

* Between specimens. 

D erzsity Cone hardness 
Standard Standard 
deviation Mean 

kg. /cm. ' 

3' 14 
(n = I ) 

6 ' 76 
(n = I) 

t " Within" specimens. 

deviatioll 

0'90 * 
2'3 1 t 
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specimens was quite small, it was assumed that the hardness of a given snow mixture could be 
d etermined with the desired accuracy from one specimen only. The spread of single values 
about the m eans for the maximum compaction series shown in Table II was slightly greater 
than that in most other test series . The coefficient of variation (standard d eviation of single 
observations divided by the mean and expressed as a percentage) averaged 28 per cent for 
five specimens. Values be tween 20 and 25 per cent were usually found. The distribution of 
single values around the m ean for each specimen did not differ significantly from a normal 
distribution (95 per cent confidence level) . 

The observations of shear strength were sometimes very inconsistent. O ccasional distur
bance of the specimen when the vane was forced into it and the fact that the torque wrench 
and vane were operated manually are the probable reasons. In a few cases, where it was 
obvious tha t the specimen had been disturbed, the shear strength value observed was excluded. 

10 attempt was made, therefore, to study the dispersion of shear strength values, and the 
inconsistency of the shear strength observations was taken into consideration in the interpreta
tion of the results. 

TEST RESULTS 

Tests at Constant T emperature ( - 9' 5°C.) 

Eight test series were carried out to study the dependence of density a nd hardness on the 
snow mixture. In series I to 7 only two snow types were mixed a t one time. In series 8 an 
a ttempt was made to imitate the change in the composition of the snow cover that might occur 
during the course of the winter under natural conditions in Sweden and eastern Canada. 

As d ensity was found to be reproducible for tests carried out under the same conditions 
of preparation, it was considered that plotting the results on a graph would be adequate for 
the analysis of the density observations. This has been done in Figure 3. 

The cone hardness values were more dispersed (Table Il ). R egression analysis was used, 
therefore, to analyse the cone hardness observations. Table III shows regression functions, 
computed according to the least-square m ethod, and the standard deviation of single values 
from each regression line. 

For test series 2 and 3 the observations on one-blow compac tion were too few for a regres
sion analysis . For series 8 the single tests were numbered from 1 to 8, indicating increasing 
content of older and more coarse-grained snow. The functions in Table III a re shown 
graphicall y in Figure 4. 

A1aximum compaction 

The d ensities for the " pure" (unmixed ) snow types ranged from o' 5 1 to o· 54 g./cm) for 
d epth-hoar snow, o ' 54 to o · 58 for granular, and o· 45 to o· 58 for new snow. The values for 
the new snow fell within the range of values reported by Williams (1958) for a great number 
of measurem ents, indicating that the new snow samples used in these tests were not extreme 
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Fig. 3. D ensity versus different (vpes of snow and snow mixtures 

TABLE Ill. REGRESSION FUNCTIONSf(H ) AND THE STANDARD D EVIATION OF S INGLE VALUES 

FROM TH E R EGRESSIONS. CONE HARDNESS (H KG . j CM. ') VS. DIFFERENT SNOW MIXTURES 

Series TyjJe of Values of constants in the equation Standard 
No. compaction f (H ) = a+ bx+ cx' deviation Independent var-iable x 

a b x 10' c X 10· 

2 maXilTIUITI 3. 16 6 ' 14 - 7'50 0'59 percentage granular in depth hoar 

3 maXilTIUlTI 5'54 18 '35 - 14'22 1·1 1 percentage new snow in depth hoar 

4 maXimUITI 4'24 10- 28 - 7'29 1'46 percentage granular in depth hoar 
one blow 0·82 0 ·68 0 o · 17 

5 maXilTIUITI 4'24 3'98 0 1'42 percentage granular in depth hoar 
one blow 1'05 1'28 0 0'34 

6 maXimUlTI 3'50 17' 57 - 12'41 1· 88 percentage new snow in depth hoar 
one blow 1·07 0 '26 0 o· 14 

7 maXimUITI 9'25 - 3. 60 3'94 2 '34 percentage new snow in granular 
one blow 2'57 - 1-23 0 0· 10 

8 maximum 9 -08 9'37 - 182 ' 5 2 ' 72 test number 
one blow 1-7 1 7' 74 0 0·21 

in their compactibility properties . In later test series (No. 12 and 15) the density of mill waste 
was found to be o· 56 to o' 58 at maximum compaction. 

Mixing different types of snow generally resu lted in a density higher than that of any of 
the components. These tendencies seem to be more pronounced the greater the range of 
particle size. The values for series 8, which was supposed to be an imitation of the natural snow 
cover during the course of a winter, ranged between o · 55 and o· 59 and showed little variation 
with the change in mixture. 
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The cone hardn ess for the " pure" snow types ranged from 3' 0 to 5' 5 kg. /em .' for d epth
hoa r snow, 7 to 9' 5 [or fin e-grained granular snow and 8· 5 to J J • 7 [or new snow. The lowest 
va lue, 2'0 kg./cm. ' was obtained [or coarse-grai ned g ranular snow (se ries 2 ) . For mill waste 
the h a rdness values were between 20 and 50 kg. /cm. 2 (series J 2 and J 5). A ll mixtures including 
50 per cent or m ore of fine granu lar snow or new snow fell in the range 7 to J [ kg. /cm. 2

• 

Th e new snow caused a greater increase in hardness than fine granular snow when mixed with 
d epth hoar. The higher the percentage of grains finer than J • 0 mm. (Table I ), the higher the 
hardness when new snow or a ranu lar snow was mixed with depth-hoar snow. Series 8 
(imitating the cha nge in the natural snow cover during a winter) did not reveal any sign ificant 
trend. 

One-blow compaction 

D ensities ranged from o ' 39 to o· 43 g. /cm .> [or depth hoar, o· 40 to o· 48 [or the fin e
grained granular snow (0 ' 50 [or the coarse granular snow in serics 2 ) ,0'28 to 0'33 for new 
snow a nd o· 36 to o· 42 for mill waste (series 12 and J 5) . 

As fo r maximum compaetion, mixing of snow resulted in a densi ty higher than the average 
of the d ensities of the single components a nd was more pronounced th e greater the range of 
particle size. Series 8 showed an inc rease in density with increased content of granu lar and 
d epth-hoar snow ; according to the author's exper ience, the absolute values and the trend are 
very mueh the sam e as those obtained in the fi eld with one-pass compaction with light equip
m ent (rollers or drags) used for snow-road preparation. 

T he cone hardness for the pure snow types ranged from o· 9 to [ . 4 kg. /cm. 2 [or depth hoar , 
[ ·6 to 2·6 for granular snow, o· 9 to J • 2 [or new snow and I ' 0 to 2 ·6 [or mill waste . T he 
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positive effect on hardness by mixing can still be identified but is much less pronounced 
compared with the effect on snow compacted to maximum. The hardness values for series 8 
did not show any significant trend. 

Miscellaneous tests and calculations 

In Figure 5 the ratio of maximum to one-blow compaction for density and cone hardness 
is plotted . The main result is that the higher the content of new snow, the greater the relative 
gain in hardness and density by compacting the snow to maximum compared to one-blow 
compaction. For pure new snow the ratio for cone hardness fell between 7 and 8; for mill 
waste values exceeding [0 were found. 
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Fig. 5. Relative increase in hardness and density from one blow to maximum com/Jaction/or various snow tvpes and mixtllres 

In Figure 6, the loose and the " rela tive" density are plotted . Loose density is that obta ined 
b y placing snow in cylinders without compaction; relative density is the ratio between the 
d ensity of maximum compaction a nd loose density. It is sometimes used in soil m echanics to 
d escribe the qualitative behaviour of soils. The loose d ensity ranged from o· 32 to o· 39 g. /cm ) 
for d epth hoar, o· 23 to o· 40 for granular and o · 16 to o · [9 for new snow. A slight positive 
effect on the loose d ensity was obtained when mixing different types of snow. The relationships 
b e tween relative d ensity and snow mixture follow the same pattern as the ratio of maximum 
d ensity to one-blow density in Figure 5. No relationship was found between relative density 
and cone hardness . 

Some tests were carried out at - 9' 5°C. to d etermine the d ependence of cone hardness on 
d ensity. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 7. The relationship between the 
logarithm of cone hardness and the density was found to be approximately linear , that is 

log H = ap + b 

where H is the cone hardness in kg./cm." p is the d ensity in g. /cm.3, a is the slope of the line 
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and b is a constant depending on the type and mixture of snow. The values of a and b obtained 
in the tests for different types of snow are shown in T a ble IV. 

T ABLE I V . EXP E RIMENT AL VALUES OF a AND b IN T H E FO RM ULA 

log H = ap+ b 

Type of snow Value of 
Series D epth New M ill 
No. hoar Granular snow w aste a b 

p er cent per cent per cent p er cent 

6 100 6' 76 - 2'09 
9 100 10·8 1 - 5,0 1 

12 30 60 10 5'75 - 2-75 
15 100 6 ' 23 - 1-84 
15 100 6 -52 - 3- 04 

In F igure 8 a ll pa irs of observations on shear strength and cone ha rdness carr ied out at 
- 9 ' 5°C. are plotted . The spread of the observations was so great tha t any definite influence of 
snow type on the rela tionship between shear streng th a nd cone hardness was not revealed . 

Tests at different temperatures 

For one set of tes ts the snow was taken into the cold room and stored until it reached 
about the same temperature as the a ir there. Specimens were then prepared , left to hard en 
for 24 hr. and their properties measured. T he tempera ture was kept constant (within ± 1°C _ 
of tha t chosen) during the whole procedure. This type of tes t was done at - 1°, - 9' 5 ° a nd 
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Fig . 8. Shear strength versus cone hardness for tests carried out at - 9' 5°C. 
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- 23°C. As the tests were carried out in two different cold rooms, there was some difference 
in the relative humidity at these three temperatures; at - 1° and - 23°C. it was 65 to 70 per 
cent and at - 9 ·5°C., less than TO per cent. 

The density and cone hardness obtained by maximum and one-blow compaction are 
plotted in Figure 9 for different types of snow. The compacted density showed very little 
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Fig. 9 . Density and cOlle hardlless versus temperature 24 hr. f1fter com/Jaction 

temperature dependence for either maximum or one-blow compaction. One could possibly 
identify a very small but insignificant trend towards higher d ensities at higher temperatures. 
The effect of mixing on compacted density was very marked, confirming the results shown in 
Figure 3. Cone hardness generally showed a marked drop with decreasing temperature. The 
difference between varying types of snow was more pronounced at high temperatures. The 
hardness of the depth-hoar snow was hardly affected by the temperature, but the mill waste 
was very sensitive. The cone hardness of the fin e-grained mill waste was much higher than the 
hardness of any type of snow collected from the natural snow cover. In general, the results in 
Figure 9 do not contradict the main conclusions drawn from Figures 3 to 5. . 
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The relationship between cone hardness and density at different temperatures is shown 
in Figure ro for tests done in the way described above at - rO, - 9.5° and - 23°C. with a 
mixture of mill waste ( JO per cent), granular snow (60 per cent) and depth-hoar snow 
(30 per cent). With the same mixture the following tests were a lso carried out: One set of 
specimens was compacted at - r8°C.; the temperature was then raised to - 2°C. over a 
period of 4 hr. and kept constant for about 20 hr. Another set of specimens was compacted at 
- r °C.; the temperature was then lowered to - 23°C. over a period of 4 hr. and kept constant 
for about 20 hr. At the end of the 24-hr. period, cone hardness and density were measured. 
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Fig. 10. Compaction tests at different temjJeratures 

The results of these tests a lso are plotted in Figure 10. The specimens compacted at - 18° a nd 
kept at - 2°C. showed only a third to a half the cone hardness of the specimens compacted 
and maintained at a temperature of - 1°C. The specimens compacted at - I cC. and kept at 
- 23 °C. had a cone hardness 10 to 15 times as great fo r m aximum compaction and about 7 
times as g reat for one-blow compaction as the hardness obtained for the specimens compacted 
and kept at - 23°C. These results help to explain why it is difficult to get consistent hardness
temperature-density relationships from field tests with full-scale field equipment. 

A second study on the influence of temperature on the strength properties of snow was 
done in the followin g way. Ten specimens were compacted at - 9 -5°C., five of them by one
blow compaction and five by maximum compaction . They were then allowed to harden for 
24 to 27 days at - 9· 5°C. The specimens were brought into another cold room and kept there 
for 24 to 32 hr. at given temperatures before the cone hardness (all specimens) and shear 
strength (only for one-blow compaction) were measured. The longer time of storage at 
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- 9' 5 QC . was done in order to reach such a degree of bonding between the particles that only 
a minor increase should take place when the specimens were stored at different temperatures. 
The influence of temperature on the d egree of bonding (on the age hardening) should thus 
be eliminated to a great extent, and the test should show the temperature dependence of the 
strength properties of "mature" snow (with respect to age ha rdening) . 

Figure I I shows the results of this test. The cone hardness and shear strength were strongly 
influenced by temperature but the trend was the reverse of tha t obtained for snow that had 
hardened for only 24 hr. after compaction . 
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Fig. If . COlle hardness and shear strength versus tem/Jerature Ior specimens "age hardened" for 24 to 27 days at - 9' 5Co. 
(Serial No. J 6) 

S U MMARY AN D CONCLUS IO NS 

Compaction of different types and mixtures of snow was carri ed ou t wi th a sma ll compacto r. 
The snow used in the tests was co ll ected from the natural snow cover a nd stored in a cold room 
for a leng th of time varying from a few hours to about thn'e months. W as te from a n ice milling 
m achine was a lso used. After compaction the specimens were a llowed to harden for at leas t 
24 hr. , wh en density, "cone ha rdness" a nd shear streng th were measured . The a im o f the 
stud y was to elucidate the influence of type and mix ture of snow on lhese parameters. M ost 
of the tes ts were carried out at a tem perature of - 9' 5 QC. T he resul ts were as follows : 

When the snow was compacted to maximum (for this type of compaction) , d ensities 
between o· 55 a nd 0 · 6 0 g ./cm ) we re usua lly achieved , except for mix tures including m ore 
than one-third of n ew snow, for which the densities were lower. For snow collected from 
the na tura l cover , the highes t cone va lues (7 to I I kg ./cm .') were found for new snow a nd 
fo r mixtures including more tha n 50 per cent of the new snow o r fin e-grained g ra nular 
snow (Figs . 3 a nd 4) . Considera bl y higher values were obta ined fo r specimens prepared 
from very fin e-g rained mill was te. 

When the snow was subject to lighter compac tion (one-blow compaction) g ra nula r 
snow and mixtures including gra nula r snow had a d ensity and cone ha rdness higher tha n 
the o ther types of snow and mix tu res . 

The influence of temperature on d ensity and ha rdness was also studied in the range from 
- J to - 23°C. During the first 24 hr. a fter compaction cone hardness became considera bly 
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higher at high temperatures than at low ones. Fine-grained snow was much more sensitive 
than coarse-grained snow in this respect (Fig. 9) . The highest hardness values were obtained 
when compact~on was carried out at - I QC. and the temperature then lowered to - 23QC. 
For snow that was stored at - 9' 5 QC . for almost a month after compaction and then kept for 
24 hr. at different temperatures, cone hardness and shear strength increased considerably as 
the temperature decreased (Fig. I I). 

This investigation has to be considered as a pilot study. The test material was quite 
limited , especially for the influence of temperature on hardness and density of snow. It has 
given, however , satisfactory answers to the questions that initiated the study. It has also shown 
that this type of study can give useful information on the properties of compacted snow. 
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